In this case, the domain walls are M -theory membranes.
Introduction
According to a by now celebrated conjecture [1] .
Correlation functions of the gauge theory are expressed [2, 3] in terms of the dependence of the Type IIB string theory on boundary conditions. The manifold S 4 (which can be viewed as the conformal compactification of R 4 ) enters because it is the boundary, in a conformal sense, of is observed as a global symmetry. Γ is isomorphic to the center of SU (N ), which in turn is naturally identified with the group of N th roots of unity. We will call any symmetry such as Γ which depends on the topology of spacetime a topological symmetry 1 .
An order parameter for the Z N global symmetry is a "temporal Wilson line." Let P be a point in M 3 , let C P = P × S 1 , and let W (P ) = Tr P exp 2) with the trace taken in the fundamental representation of SU (N ). A gauge transformation which in wrapping around the circle is multiplied by an N th root of unity ζ multiplies W (P ) by ζ. Therefore, the expectation value of W (P ) can serve as an order parameter for the Z N symmetry; if Γ is unbroken, expectation values
vanish unless k is divisible by N .
We have so far assumed that the gauge group is SU (N ) rather than U (N ); for U (N ) gauge theory, the symmetry group is U (1) rather than Z N . There are indeed strong arguments which show that Type IIB on AdS 5 × S 5 is related to SU (N ) rather than U (N ) gauge theory [3] . But there is also a puzzle [4] , since a study of a high temperature phase on S 3 × S 1 appeared to show a U (1) topological symmetry group. We resolve this question in section 2. We show that on S 3 (and similarly on any three-manifold M 3 ), the topological symmetry group at either high temperatures or low temperatures is Z N , not U (1). However, to show this at high temperatures requires a novelty involving a certain spacetime θ angle.
Since our question probes the fact that the center of the gauge group is Z N rather than U (1), it is naturally closely related to the existence of a baryon vertex (the possibility of forming a gauge-invariant combination of N external quarks), which probes the same issue. There have been two related but somewhat different proposals concerning the baryon vertex: it has been constructed from a wrapped fivebrane [5] , or connected with the existence of a certain low energy coupling B NS ∧ H RR ∧ G 5 [6] . As we will see, each of these facets of the baryon vertex is helpful in understanding the topological symmetry; the first is more directly relevant at low temperatures, and the second at high temperatures.
The identification of the topological symmetry group is one of a few direct tests of the conjecture of [1] for finite values of N . Many of the direct tests of the conjecture up to now test the conjecture only in the limit N → ∞.
We also consider the case that M 3 is decompactified to R 3 . Thus, in this case we are studying the N = 4 theory on R 3 × S 1 . In this infinite volume situation, the topological symmetry group is spontaneously broken, as already shown from the Anti-de Sitter point of view in [4] . Since the topological symmetry is a discrete symmetry, its breaking results in the existence of domain walls. One might think that the domain walls would be solitonic objects in the large N limit, with tensions of order N 2 (the large N effective theory of glueballs has an effective action proportional to N 2 , and all solitonic objects would have energy or energy density of order N 2 ). However, it turns out that the domain walls are in fact D-strings, with tensions of order N . Such behavior is by now familiar from various examples, some of them treated in [5] , where it has turned out that various particles, strings, or domain walls of large N gauge theory, which one might think would be solitonic objects of the large N effective theory, are better understood as D-branes.
In section 3, we move on to discuss the (0, 2) theory in six dimensions. 
The P i are points in S 3 , and the i th Wilson line is wrapped on C i = P i × S 1 . According to [8, 9] , this expectation value equals a string theory partition function in which one sums over configurations in which the C i are boundaries of elementary string worldsheets Σ i . Now we consider the high temperature phase, which is described by Type IIB on
Here we seem to have an opposite puzzle, which is that the circles C i are all boundaries in X 2 ; in fact, since D 2 has boundary S 1 , C i is the boundary of
Now the expectation value W (P ) of a single temporal loop on P × S 1 seems to receive a contribution from a path integral with an elementary string worldsheet of the form
(R is a point in S 5 which actually enters, as mentioned in the footnote above, in the detailed definition of W (P )). A nonzero expectation value
would contradict the existence of the topological symmetry.
2 Actually, to be more exact, the operators whose expectation values one computes this way are not conventional Wilson lines, but receive also contributions from the scalar fields. The contribution of the scalars is determined, for each W (P i ), by the choice of a point R i ∈ S 5 ; the boundary of Σ i is required to be C i × R i . For details, see [8, 9] . As much as possible, we will suppress the R i in the discussion.
This problem was partly resolved in [4] by noticing that, with no cost in energy, we can turn on an NS two-form field B NS with dB NS = 0 and an arbitrary value of
Because of the coupling of B NS to the elementary string worldsheet, the contribution described in the last paragraph to the expectation value (2.2) is proportional to e iα .
If there is a symmetry under
then the expectation value in question will vanish upon averaging over α (recall that we are discussing the theory at finite volume, so we should sum over all possible values of α).
To get the desired result that (2.2) vanishes, but (2.1) is nonzero if k is a multiple of N , we want to have a symmetry not under arbitrary shifts of α, but only under
(To be more precise, (2.5) will turn out to be a symmetry for any integer s, but if s is divisible by N , it is equivalent to a gauge transformation that is trivial at spatial infinity and so acts as the identity on all observables.) Invariance under arbitrary translations of α would correspond to an unwanted U (1) topological symmetry group.
What effects in the theory do not have the invariance (2.4)? Any term in a low energy effective Lagrangian which is the integral of a gauge-invariant local density will involve the B NS field only via H NS = dB NS . So such terms are independent of α.
A term in the Type IIB low energy effective action which cannot be written as the integral of a gauge-invariant local density is
Here H RR = dB RR is the field strength of the Ramond-Ramond two-form field B RR ;
G 5 is the fiveform field strength. (We have written the interaction for a spacetime of Lorentz signature; in Euclidean signature, the minus sign is replaced by a factor of i.)
This interaction is a likely candidate for solving our problem, since [6] it is intimately related to the fivebrane wrapping mode which solves the problem in the low temperature regime.
3
Now, in working on the spacetime X 2 × S 5 which is topologically S 3 × D 2 × S 5 , we can consider an "instanton" in which H RR is pulled back from the S 3 factor and
with any desired integer s. (An important detail is that the behavior of the metric of X 2 near infinity is such that such a field has finite action despite the noncompactness of D 2 .)
We also have
We assume that B NS is pulled back from D 2 and obeys (2.3). Then, we can evaluate
The factor exp(i∆L) in the path integral thus equals exp(−iN sα). The s = 1 contribution, for example, is invariant precisely under the desired topological symmetry group (2.5).
Now, in evaluating (2.1), we get a factor of e iα from each string world-sheet bounded by one of the C i ; this makes a factor of exp(ikα) in all. To get a nonzero result after including the instanton factor arising from s instantons and integrating over α, we need exp(ikα − iN sα) = 1, or k = N s. Thus, a nonzero contribution can arise, for some s, if and only if k is a multiple of N . This shows that the topological symmetry is Z N also in the high temperature phase.
3 Actually, because the self-dual fiveform field is non-Lagrangian, there is a subtlety in the claim that the Type IIB theory has the interaction ∆L. One precise and true statement is that the equations of motion for B N S and B RR contain the terms one would expect by varying ∆L.
For our purposes, one can think of G 5 as a fixed background field, and then the fields B N S , B RR can be described by an effective Lagrangian that contains the term ∆L. Alternatively, we can write down an effective 5-dimensional Lagrangian for the Type IIB theory compactified on S 5 , and it will contain the terms which arise from integrating (2.6) on S 5 .
Infinite Volume Limit
Now we would like to take the infinite volume limit, in the three-dimensional sense, and replace S 3 by R 3 . In the infinite volume limit the finite temperature theory is always in the high temperature phase, so we consider Type IIB superstring theory on Z = R 3 × D 2 × S 5 .
In this limit, one cannot naturally compute using instantons of the H RR field, because
there are no such localized instantons; a field with a non-zero value of R 3 H RR will tend to spread out so as to minimize the action. Nevertheless, since fields with a nonzero integral of H RR gave the essential contribution in finite volume, it is fairly clear that treating such fields quantum mechanically must be the key also in infinite volume.
The appropriate ideas can be found by a fairly straightforward adaptation of the analysis of U (1) gauge theory in two dimensions [10] . We write simply B and H for the components of B RR and H RR that are pulled back from the R 3 factor in Z. At α = 0, the H field has simply a quadratic Lagrangian of the form
plus higher order terms (more derivatives or higher powers of H) that will be inessential for our purposes. Here I, J, K = 1, 2, 3, and e is a constant, independent of N , that is obtained by evaluating the ten-dimensional action for the field H that is pulled back from A basis of states with this property is furnished by
with r ∈ Z. The physical interpretation of Ψ r for r = 0 is that it describes a state with H 012 non-zero. To show this, one notes that if Π(x) = −iδ/δB(x) is the canonical momentum to B, then from the explicit form of Ψ r we have Now we add to the Lagrangian an extra term 15) analogous to the theta term in two dimensional QED. This does not affect the quantization, the construction of the physical states Ψ r , or the Hamiltonian (2.13). However, it adds a constant to Π, which is now Π = H 012 /e 2 − θ/2π. Thus, the three-form field strength is now H 012 = e 2 (r + θ 2π
), and the state Ψ r now has energy
(Note that, as in [10] , under θ → θ+2π, there is a monodromy E r → E r+1 . This reflects the fact that θ → θ + 2π leaves the theory invariant if accompanied by a gauge transformation that maps Ψ r → Ψ r+1 .)
Now, going back to our ten-dimensional problem, the interaction (2.6) that we used in finite volume reduces on R 3 (after integrating over D 2 × S 5 ) to the term (2.15) with
The symmetry under θ → θ + 2π thus becomes the expected topological symmetry
More explicitly, the energy of the state Ψ r becomes with C a large circle in R 3 (at a specified point in S 1 ) exhibit an area law, a phenomenon that is equivalent to confinement in the low energy Yang-Mills theory on R 3 . As discussed in [4] (using the framework of [8, 9] ), the string or "flux tube" associated with this confinement is simply the elementary Type IIB string.
Since elementary strings can end on D-branes, it follows that the flux tubes associated with confinement can terminate on the domain walls that separate different vacua. This is reminiscent of the behavior found in [12] for chiral domain walls in N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions, on which flux tubes associated with confinement can end. domain wall and a (p 2 , q 2 ) domain wall can merge into a (p 1 + p 2 , q 1 + q 2 ) domain wall; in the M theory description of the type IIB string theory (which was described for this type of vacua in [13] ) such string intersections become continuous membrane surfaces [14] . worldvolume W has Σ for boundary. For P a point in S 4 , we let Σ(P ) = P × F , and we denote the observable associated with Σ(P ) as W (P ). We will demonstrate the Z N global symmetry by showing that expectation values
vanish unless k is a multiple of N .
According to Poincaré-Lefschetz duality, the subspace of H * (S 4 × F ) consisting of homology classes that are boundaries in X is a "maximal isotropic subspace." It follows that the possible X's are of two kinds:
(1) S 4 is a boundary in X, but F is not. An example is X = D 5 × F , where the boundary of D 5 is S 4 .
(2) F is a boundary in X, but S 4 is not. An example is X = S 4 × D 3 , where the boundary of D 3 is F .
We want to show that every X has the property that M -theory on X × Y contributes to (3.2) only if k is a multiple of N .
For X of type (1), the surfaces Σ(P i ) are not boundaries in X × Y , so to get a nonzero contribution to (3.2), we need a "baryon vertex" on which the membranes that begin on Σ(P i ) can end.
This can be found as follows. For X of type (1) For an X of type (2), we have instead that the individual Σ(P i ) are boundaries in X, so at first sight it appears that W (P i ) is nonzero for each i. However, for X of type (2), To get a nonzero result for suitable k, we proceed just as we did in section 2 for the case of the N = 4 theory in four dimensions. On S 4 × F , we pick a four-form G with
for some s ∈ Z. Because X is of type (2), G/2π extends over X as a closed fourform with integral periods. By minimizing its action (an important detail is that the action of G is in fact finite!) subject to the condition (3.5), G can be turned into a harmonic four-form that represents an instanton in M -theory on X × Y . Because of the existence of an interaction in M -theory of the form 6) and using (3.1), the amplitude for this instanton has a phase factor e −isNα . By choosing s = k/N , one cancels the factor e ikα and gets a nonzero contribution to (3.2) whenever k is a multiple of N . Thus, again we find that the A N−1 (0, 2) theory compactified on a Riemann surface has a Z N symmetry.
Behavior For Infinite Volume
As in section 2, we can similarly study the (0, 2) theory on R 4 × F . For this, one must study M -theory on spacetimes R 4 × D 3 × Y for some D 3 . The key point is to study the dynamics of the field G 0123 on R 4 . An analysis as in section 2, using the interaction term The domain walls between successive vacua are simply the membranes of M -theory.
One can also consider the observable W (Σ) for Σ a surface in R 4 (times a point in F ). This is analogous to the "spatial Wilson loop" of the N = 4 theory on R 3 × S 1 .
The expectation value W (Σ) shows a "volume law" -it vanishes exponentially with the volume of a minimal three-surface of boundary Σ, because of the appearance of a "flux surface" (analogous to flux tubes in confining gauge theories) spanning Σ. This can be argued just as in [4] for the spatial Wilson loops of the N = 4 theory. The "flux surfaces" are M -theory membranes, so in this case the flux surfaces associated with "confinement" also double as "domain walls" for spontaneous breaking of the topological symmetry. These flux surfaces can end on the domain walls, since there is no trouble in joining two membranes smoothly. The fact that, unlike in the previous section, we find only one Z N factor may be viewed as the generalization to the interacting theories of the self-duality of the field strength of the 2-form B of the free (0, 2) theory.
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